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Baby Shower/Gender reveal Price List 

 

Balloons 

 

Balloon clusters table top or floor standing 

3 balloon cluster from £8.99 

5 balloon cluster from £10.99 

7 balloon cluster from £12.99 

 

Foil baby themed supershape balloons from £12.50 

 

Personalised Bubble balloons from £24.99 

 

Gender reveal giant pop me balloon with tassel tail - £35 

 

Giant personalised latex balloon with tassel tail from £30 

 

Balloon garlands  - from £95 

 

Helium arch  - from £50 

 

Large balloon arch on framework  - from £150 
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Hire items 

 

Easel/board frame and welcome sign without balloons - £50 

Easel/board frame and welcome sign with balloon garland - from £75 

 

Flowerwalls and starlight backdrops - from £150 

 

Acrylic backdrop or sail boards set  - from £150 

 

Gold stand frame - from £150 

 

Tutu table skirts - from £50 

 

Table top BABY sign - £25 

 

Chair covers - from £1.50 

 

Linen table cloths - from £7.50 

 

4ft light up BABY sign- £120 

 

Oh baby neon sign  - £50 

 

Cake stands white or gold - from £30 
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Popular packages 

 

 

*** Package 1 *** 
- 1 x personalised bubble balloon and 2 x 3 balloon clusters 

£40 

 

*** Package 2 *** 
- 6 x 3 balloon clusters and 1 x personalised bubble balloon 

£75 

 

*** Package 3 *** 
- 1 x flower wall, tutu table skirt, table top BABY sign, 2 x personalised bubble 

balloons  

£175 (£100 SAVING) 

Add on the neon “Oh Baby” sign for £25 

 

*** Package 4 *** 
- Large gold stand frame with sweeping balloon garland in colour of your choice, 

pampus displays, gold cake stand and “Oh Baby” neon sign 

£175 

 

*** Package 5 *** 
- Up to 30 chair covers, 3 x table cloths, 4ft light up baby sign, welcome sign 

with mini balloon garland, to include either package 3 or 4 

From £450 
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